Check Point MDR Services
Managed Detection & Response

Ramp up security operations with the industry’s top analysts at your service 24x7x365

Check Point Managed Detection and Response

Check Point Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service is provided 24x7x365 by Check Point experts. Check Point MDR team will monitor, detect, investigate, hunt, respond, and remediate attacks on your environment, covering your entire infrastructure: network, endpoint, email, and more, using the most advanced ThreatCloud threat intelligence and AI-based analytics tools.

**KEY BENEFITS**

- **The industry’s top analysts**, providing end-to-end prevention, detection, response, and threat hunting service 24x7x365.

- **Leveraging big data threat intelligence** aggregated from hundreds of millions of sensors across the globe and AI engines.

- **Achieve better TCO**, improved protection, and operational peace of mind for organizations with a basic or mature security operations team.

- **An intuitive web portal** provides complete transparency to the service activity with a detailed view of all incidents, threat analysis, and security recommendations.

- **Quickly onboard** to the service with simple integration to your existing security stack and ecosystem, including SIEM/SOAR platforms.

- **Use a single MDR service** for your entire IT infrastructure, whether secured by the Check Point security stack or other security vendors.

Cyber attacks are becoming increasingly sophisticated. Prevention is still imperative to your security strategy. Yet, it must be supported with robust detection, response, and hunting capabilities to stop breaches before damage spreads. But for many security operations teams, detecting real threats across their entire IT infrastructure is like finding a needle in the haystack. They are often forced to piece together information from multiple siloed tools and navigate through an absurd number of daily alerts. Moreover, most security teams face multiple challenges to keep their SOC running 24x7x365, such as headcount and skill shortages. The results: critical attacks are missed until it’s too late.
Complete Powerful SecOps as-a-service

Get the highest level of protection with an end-to-end security operations service led by the industry’s top analysts

- We monitor your entire IT infrastructure 24x7x365 to accurately detect real attacks across network, endpoints, email, cloud, mobile, and IoT.
- We prevent attacks from spreading in your organization by embedded prevention first approach in MDR.
- We perform in-depth incident investigations and proactively hunt for threats using the industry’s most powerful threat intelligence, AI analytics tools, and Mitre Att&ck.
- We rapidly respond to real threats, remediate your environment, and improve defenses to prevent future attacks.

*We proactively hunt for threats*

*Using real-time threat intelligence, and AI analytics tools*

How was it detected?
Custom Threat Hunting Rule created by Check Point as a segment of the MDR Service.

*Suggested Remediation:*
Evaluate the requirements of this script as plaintext passwords stored on host is poor security hygiene.

Get the highest level of protection

*Powered by Threat Cloud*
Real-time threat intelligence derived from hundreds of millions of sensors worldwide

*Prevention-focused*
Leverages 60+ threat prevention engines and AI to prevent attacks before they happen
Operational Peace of Mind

Avoid SOC overhead with simple, responsive, and transparent security operations as-a-service

- Avoid the overhead of recruiting and training in-house analysts and staffing 24x7x365 shifts with highly experienced security operations team as-a-service

- Gain complete transparency to the service activity with an intuitive web portal providing a detailed view of all incidents, threat analysis, and security recommendations.

- 24x7x365 responsiveness - consult with our analysts with global coverage and language support via chat with an expert, email, phone, and customer portal.

- Use a single MDR service for your entire IT infrastructure, whether secured by the Check Point security stack or other security vendors.

- Quickly onboard to the service with simple integration to your existing security stack and ecosystem, including SIEM/SOAR platforms.

Complete transparency
Intuitive web portal providing a detailed view of all incidents, threat analysis, and security recommendations

Learn more about MDR and contact us to start a trial.